This work describes a framework that encompasses multi-layered linguistic information, focusing on prosodic features (pitch, energy, and tempo patterns), uses such features to distinguish between sentence-form types and disfluency/fluency repairs, and contributes to the characterization of intonational patterns of spontaneous and prepared speech in European Portuguese. Different machine learning methods have been applied for discriminating between structural metadata events, both in university lectures and in map-task dialogues, containing large amounts of spontaneous speech. Results show that prosodic features, and particularly a set of very informative features, are crucial to distinguish between sentence-form types and disfluency/fluency repair events. This is the first work for European Portuguese on both fully automatic processing of multilayered linguistically description of spoken corpora and intonational labeling.
over sentences, post-boundary pitch and energy resets, pre-boundary lengthening, and voice quality changes, are amongst the most salient cues to detect sentence-like units.
This set of prosodic properties has been used in the literature to successfully detect punctuation marks and disfluencies. By studying the acoustic correlates of sentence-like units and disfluencies in European Portuguese (EP) we expect to detect higher-level structures of speech, as intonational phrases and utterances.
To inform the automatic process of capturing the prosodic behaviour of sentence-form types in EP, we will briefly review the literature. Declaratives are the most studied sentence type (e.g., Cruz-Ferreira,1998; Frota,2000; Viana, 1987; Viana et al., 2007; Vigário, 1995) . The intonational contour generally associated with a declarative is a falling one, expressed as a prenuclear H* (in the first accented syllable), a nuclear bitonal event H+L*, and a boundary tone L%, according to the Tones and Break Indices (ToBI) labelling system (Silverman et al., 1992) adapted for Portuguese. A similar intonational contour is found in wh-questions (Cruz-Ferreira, 1998) . By contrast, the contour associated with a yes/no question is a rising one, expressed either as H* H+L* H% or (H) H+L* LH% (the latter proposed by Frota, 2002) . Mata (1990) also observes falling contours in yes/no questions in spontaneous speech. As for alternative questions, only Viana (1987) and Mata (1990) have described them prosodically. The first intonational unit is described with the contour rising-fall-rising, whereas the second unit exhibits a rising-fall contour. The prosody of tags is still studied too sparsely in EP (Mata (1990) , for high school lectures, and Cruz-Ferreira (1998) , for laboratory speech).
For Cruz-Ferreira (1998) , the tags are described with falling contours; while for Mata (1990) these structures are associated with rising ones. Furthermore, Falé (2005) , Falé & Faria (2006) offer evidence for the categorical perception of intonational contrasts between statements and interrogatives, showing that the most striking clue associated with the perception of interrogatives is pitch range (the H% boundary tone has to be higher than 2 semitones), whereas declaratives are mostly perceived based on final falls in the stressed syllable. As for prosodic phrasing, Frota (2000) ; Viana et al. (2007) consider two different levels of phrasing equating both of them to the intonational phrase (IP): the major IP and the minor IP, in line with Ladd (2008) . Both minor and major IPs are marked with breaks 3 and 4, respectively, and the diacriticsand % are used for boundary tones to represent the different strengths of the IP.
Focusing now on an automatic processing perspective, recovering punctuation marks and disfluencies are two relevant MDA (Metadata Annotation) tasks. The impact of the methods and of the linguistic information on structural metadata tasks has been discussed in the literature. Christensen, Gotoh, and Renals, S. (2001) report a generic HMM (Hidden Markov Model) framework that allows the combination of lexical and prosodic clues for recovering full stops, commas and question marks. A similar approach was also used by Liu et al. (2006) and Shriberg, Stolcke, Hakkani-Tür, and Tür (2000) for detecting sentence boundaries. Other recent studies have shown that the best performance for the punctuation task is achieved when prosodic, morphological and syntactic information are combined Liu et al., 2006; Ostendorf, et al., 2008) .
Much of the features and the methods used for sentence-like unit detection may be applied in disfluency detection tasks. What is specific of the latter is that disfluencies have an idiosyncratic structure: reparandum, interruption point, interregnum and repair of fluency (Levelt, 1989; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 1994; Shriberg, 1994) . The reparandum is the region to repair. The interruption point is the moment when the speaker stops his/her production to correct the linguistic material uttered. Ultimately, it is the frontier between disfluent and fluent speech. The interregnum is an optional part and may include silent pauses, filled pauses (uh, um) or explicit editing expressions (I mean, no) . The repair is the corrected linguistic material. It is known that each of these regions has idiosyncratic acoustic properties that distinguish them from each other, inscribed in the edit signal theory (Hindle, 1983) , meaning that speakers signal an upcoming repair to their listeners. Based on the edit signal theory, Nakatani and Hirschberg (1994) and Shriberg et al. (2000) used CARTs (Classification and Regression Trees, Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984) to identify different prosodic features of the interruption point. Heeman & Allen (1999) present a statistical language model including the identification of part-of-speech tags, discourse markers, speech repairs, and intonational phrases, achieving better performances by analysing those events simultaneously. Kim, Schwarm, and Ostendorf (2004) and Liu et al. (2006) used features based on previous studies and added language models to predict both prosodic and lexical features of sentence boundaries and disfluencies.
Our approach is a classification task, like Kim et al. (2004) , aiming at discriminating between comma, full stop, question marks, and disfluencies. However, contrarily to Kim et al. (2004) and Liu et al. (2006) , which target SU boundary detection and IP detection, this study discriminates three distinct punctuation marks as possible boundary events, since it is known for Portuguese that the impact of several linguistic features is different for each punctuation mark (Batista et al., 2012a) . This work aims at classifying metadata structures based on the following set of very informative features derived from the literature: pause at the boundary, pitch declination over the sentence, post-boundary pitch and energy resets, pre-boundary lengthening, word duration, silent pauses, filled pauses, and presence of fragments. With this work we hope to contribute to the discussion of what are language and domain dependent effects in structural metadata evaluation (Kolár, Liu, & Shriberg, 2009; Kolár & Liu, 2010; Ostendorf et al., 2008; Shriberg et al., 2009 ).
Targeted corpora
This work focuses on two domains to discriminate between structural metadata events, namely: university lectures and dialogues. The choice of the corpora was influenced by the availability of large amounts of (highly spontaneous) transcribed data in European Portuguese for these two domains. Since we are working on developing annotation techniques that can be applied to any corpus type, we started with those two domains representative of spontaneous data, a very hard challenge. If the annotation techniques would be suitable for spontaneous data, then they would be more easily extended to other domains. Moreover, both corpora are in the process of being publicly available through the META-NET infrastructure (http://metanet4u.eu/).
LECTRA is a university lectures corpus, collected within the LECTRA national project (Trancoso, Martins, Moniz, Mata, & Viana, 2008) and aiming at producing multimedia contents for e-learning applications, and also at enabling hearing-impaired students to have access to recorded lectures. It includes seven 1-semester courses, six of them recorded in the presence of students, and only one recorded in a quiet environment.
Most classes are 60-90 minutes long, targeting an Internet audience. The initial set of 21 hours orthographically transcribed was recently extended to 32 hours (Pellegrini, Moniz, Batista, Trancoso, & Astudillo, 2012) . The corpus was divided into 3 different sets: train (78%), development (11%), and test (11%). The sets include portions of each one of the courses and follow a temporal criterion, meaning the first classes of each course were included in the training set, whereas the final ones were integrated into both development and test sets.
CORAL is a corpus of map-task dialogues (Anderson et al., 1991) , collected by Trancoso, Viana, Duarte, and Matos (1998) . One of the participants (giver) has a map with some landmarks and a route drawn between them; the other (follower) has also landmarks, but no route and consequently must reconstruct it. In order to elicit conversation, there are small differences between the two maps: one of the landmarks is duplicated in one map and single in the other; some landmarks are only present in one of the maps; and some are synonyms. The 32 speakers were divided into 8 quartets and in each quartet organized to take part in 8 dialogues, totalling 64 dialogues, which corresponds to 9 h (46 k words). In the scope of this work, 20% of the corpus was used for evaluation.
Corpora annotation
CORAL and LECTRA share a core annotation schema, comprising orthographic, morpho-syntactic, structural metadata, and paralinguistic information (laughs, coughs, etc.). The multi-layer annotation aimed at providing a suitable sample for further linguistic and speech processing analysis. A full report on this can be found in Trancoso et al. (2008) and Moniz (2013) .
The orthographic manual transcriptions were produced based on initial automatic transcripts, which were manually corrected. Speech was segmented into chunks delimited by silent pauses, already containing audio segmentation related to speaker and gender identification and background conditions. All segmented speech chunks are manually punctuated following the punctuation descriptions detailed in Duarte (2000) and annotated. The annotation of disfluencies is provided in a separate tier, closely following Shriberg (1994) and basically using the same set of labels. Following an analysis of Eklund (2004) , disfluent items are also indexed. Another level of manual annotation aimed both at providing basic syntactic information and a speech segmentation into sentence-like units (SUs), following the Simple Metadata Annotation Specification from the Linguistic Data Consortium. The corpora were also annotated with part-of-speech tags using Falaposta (Batista, Moniz, Trancoso, Mamede, & Mata, 2012b ), a Conditional Random Field-based tagger that accounts for 28 part-of-speech tags and achieves 95.6% accuracy. Falaposta was also used to detect foreign words in both corpora. Foreign words in the lectures accounts for 0.4% (989), whereas in dialogues they are almost inexistent (just one occurrence).
Automatic transcription
The speech recognition system Audimus was used to produce all the automatic speech transcripts used in the context of this work. Figure 1 The ASR module is a hybrid automatic speech recognizer that combines the temporal modelling capabilities of Hidden Markov Models with the pattern discriminative classification capabilities of Multi-layer Perceptrons. The speech recognizer was trained for the broadcast news domain, being unsuitable for other domains, such as map-task dialogues or university lectures. Therefore, for a number of experiments, the ASR was used in a forced align mode, in order not to bias the study with the bad results obtained with an out-of-domain recognizer.
Manual/automatic transcript synchronization
Manual transcripts are usually composed of segments, containing information about their start and end locations in the signal file, not necessarily at the word level.
Depending on the purpose, manual transcripts may also include a wide range of additional information for a given speech region, such as: speaker id, speaker gender, focus conditions, sections to be excluded from evaluation, segmentation information, punctuation marks, disfluency marking, capitalization, metadata indicating the presence The experiments performed in this work are based on automatic transcripts, produced in forced alignment mode. However, the corresponding manual transcripts also provide complementary reference data that are fundamental for speech analysis, supervised training, and automatic evaluation. Instead of creating task dependent links between the ASR output and the corresponding manual transcripts, the relevant manual annotations, as well as other available elements, were automatically transferred into the automatic transcript itself, in a way that small programs can easily process it. Such a selfcontained dataset, merging all the relevant information, can be easily dealt with and constitutes a valuable resource for extensively address, study and process speech data.
Therefore, the first stage in our framework consists of extending existing ASR transcripts in order to accommodate relevant reference data coming from manual annotations. The manual orthographic transcripts include punctuation marks, disfluency annotations, and capitalization information, which constitute our reference data. However, that is not the case of the fully automatic and forced align transcripts, which only include information such as: word time intervals and confidence scores. The required reference is provided by means of alignments between the manual and automatic transcripts, a non-trivial task due to recognition errors. All corpora are also automatically annotated with part-of-speech information. The part-of-speech tagger input corresponds to the text extracted from the ASR transcript, after being improved with the reference capitalization. Hence, a generic part-of-speech tagger that processes written texts can be also used to perform this task, taking into account the surrounding words. However, it is important to stress that the performance will be decreased due to recognition errors. Currently, the Portuguese data is being annotated using Falaposta, a CRF-based tagger robust to certain recognition errors, given that a recognition error may not affect all its input features. It performs a pre-detection of numbers, roman numerals, hyphens, enclitic pronouns, and foreign words, and uses features based on prefix, suffix, case info, and lowercase trigrams. It accounts for 29 part-of-speech tags, processes 14k words/second, and it achieves 95.6% accuracy. The Spanish and the English data are being annotated using TreeTagger (29), a language independent part-of-speech tagger, which was used with the included standard dictionaries. <TranscriptSegment>0 00<TranscriptGUID>12</TranscriptGUID>0 00<AudioType0start="5020"0end="5510"0conf="0.548900">Clean</AudioType>0 00<Time0start="5020"0end="5510"0reasons=""0sns_conf="0.995600"/>0 00<Speaker0id="2001"0id_conf="0.379800"0name="Mulher"0gender="F"0gender_conf="0.897500"0known="F"/>0 00<SpeakerLanguage0native="T">PT</SpeakerLanguage>0 00<TranscriptWordList>0 0000<Word0start="5039"0end="5052"0conf="0.933022"0focus="F3"0cap="Boa"0pos="A.">boa</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5053"0end="5099"0conf="0.999813"0focus="F3"0punct="."0pos="Nc">noite</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5103"0end="5164"0conf="0.995060"0focus="F3"0cap="Benfica"0pos="Np">benfica</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5165"0end="5167"0conf="0.953920"0focus="F3"0pos="Cc">e</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5168"0end="5218"0conf="0.995985"0focus="F3"0cap="Sporting"0pos="Np">sporting</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5219"0end="5252"0conf="0.999438"0focus="F3"0pos="V.">estão</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5253"0end="5279"0conf="0.000000"0focus="F3"0pos="S.">sem</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5280"0end="5337"0conf="0.999330"0focus="F3"0punct="."0pos="Nc">treinador</Word>0 0000<Event0name="[JINGLE_F]"/>0 0000<Word0start="5341"0end="5369"0conf="0.983143"0focus="F0"0cap="José"0pos="Np">josé</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5370"0end="5398"0conf="0.999910"0focus="F0"0cap="Mourinho"0pos="Np">mourinho</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5399"0end="5441"0conf="0.989867"0focus="F0"0pos="V.">demitiu`se</Word>0 0000<Word0start="5442"0end="5498"0conf="0.994421"0focus="F0"0punct="."0cap="Benfica"0pos="Np">benfica</Word>0 0000<Event0name=
Figure'2')'Example'of'an'ASR'transcript'segment,'enriched'with'reference'data.''
The resulting file corresponds to the ASR output, extended with: time intervals to be ignored in scoring, focus conditions, speaker information for each region, punctuation marks, capitalisation, and part-of-speech information. Figure 2 shows an automatic transcript segment, enriched with reference data, corresponding to the sentence: "Boa noite. The example illustrates two important sections: the characterization of the transcript segment and the discrimination of the wordlist that comprises it. As for the attributes of the segment, it is described with the following sequential information: it is a segment identified as 12, it has been automatically characterized as "clean" by the ASR system with a confidence level (0.548); the segment temporal interval has been delimited with a very high confidence level (0.995); the speaker identity is "2001" with a low confidence in the recognition of this specific identity (0.379), but a high one in the classification of its gender as a female (0.897); and it is a native speaker of Portuguese. As for the wordlist itself: each word element contains the lowercase orthographic form, start time, end time, and confidence level; a discrimination of the focus condition ("F3" stands for speech with music and "F0" stands for planned speech without background noise); information about the capitalized form (cap); whether or not it is followed by a punctuation mark (punct="."); and the part-of-speech tag (e.g., "A" for the adjective "Boa"/Good, "Np" for proper noun "Mourinho").
The punctuation, part-of-speech, focus conditions, and information concerning excluded sections were updated with information coming from the manual transcripts. However, the reference transcript segments, manually created and more prone to be based on syntactic and semantic criteria, are usually
The example illustrates two important sections: the characterization of the transcript segment and the discrimination of the wordlist that comprises it. Each word element contains the lowercase orthographic form, start time, end time, and confidence level; a discrimination of the focus condition (F3 stands for speech with music and F0 stands for planned speech without background noise); information about the capitalized form (cap); whether or not it is followed by a punctuation mark (punct=.); and the part-ofspeech tag (pos=A, where A stands for adjective).
Integrating prosodic information
The extended self-contained automatic transcripts, described in the previous section, serves as a good data source for a number of experiments that rely purely on lexical and audio segmentation features. However, the integration of the multi-layer grammatical knowledge must also account for prosodic information. The remainder section describes the prosodic feature extraction process and the creation of an improved data source, containing additional prosodic information, aiming at an organizational structure of speech.
Phone and pause duration
In addition to monophone units modelled by a single state, the ASR system uses multiple-state monophone units, and a fixed set of phone transition units, generally known as diphones, aimed at specifically modelling the most frequent intra-word phone transitions (Abad & Neto, 2008 ). An analysis of 1 h of manually transcribed speech revealed several problems in the boundaries of silent pauses, and in their frequent misdetection, which affected the phone boundaries. Based on such analysis, we have designed a tool for converting the phones/diphones information into monophones. 
Marking the syllable boundaries and stress
Another important step consisted of marking the syllable boundaries as well as the syllable stress, tasks that were absent in the recognizer. The extensive literature on prosodic studies (e.g., Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986; Frota, 2000 and Gussenhoven, 2004; Ladd, 2008; Nespor & Vogel, 2007; Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990; Viana, 1987) suggests that tonic and post-tonic syllables are of crucial importance to account for different prosodic aspects, such as,
The phones/diphones information was then converted into monophones by another tool, specially designed for that purpose. Such conversion process was accomplished due to an analysis performed in a reduced test set of 1h duration that was manually transcribed (44). The analysis of this sample revealed several problems, namely in the boundaries of silent pauses, and in their frequent misdetection, problems that affected the phone boundaries. Figure 8 presents an excerpt of the resulting information. Still, the existing information is insufficient for correctly assigning phone boundaries. We have used the mid point of the phone transition, but setting more reliable monophone boundaries would, then, enable us to process pitch adjustments and, thus, to mark syllable boundaries and stress in a more sustainable way. For example, the phone sequence "j j=u u u+R", presented in Figure 9 , must be converted into the monophone sequence "j u", but the exact boundary between the first and the second phone is unknown.
2000_12_05-17_00_00-Noticias-7.spkr000 1 14.000 0. The speech recognition system could alternatively perform the speech recognition based purely on monophones, but then the cost would be reflected in an increased WER.
Marking+the+syllable+boundaries+and+stress+
Another important step consisted of marking the syllable boundaries as well as the syllable stress, tasks that were absent in the recognizer. This was a problem, since we know from the extensive literature on prosodic studies that tonic and post-tonic syllables are of crucial importance to account for different prosodic aspects, such as, nuclear and boundary tones, duration of those units, or even rhythmic patterns. The task of marking syllable boundaries and stress was achieved by means of a lexicon containing all the pronunciations of each word together with syllable information. For the Portuguese BN, a set of syllabification rules was designed and applied to the lexicon. The rules account fairly well for the canonical pronunciation of native words, but they still need improvement for words of foreign origin. Regarding the English language, most of the lexicon content was created from the CMU dictionary (version 0.7a). The phone sequence for the unknown words was provided by the text-to-phone CMU/NIST tool addttp4, and the stressed syllables were marked using the tool tsylb2 (45), which uses an automatic phonological-based syllabication algorithm. The excerpt presented in Figure 8 shows an example of marked syllable boundaries and stress.
Extracting+Pitch+and+Energy+
Pitch (f 0 ) and energy (E) are two important sources of prosodic information that can be extracted directly from the speech signal. By the time these experiments were conducted, that information was not available in the ASR output. For that reason, it has been directly extracted from the speech signal, using the Snack (46) toolkit. Both pitch and energy were extracted using the standard parameters, taken from the Wavesurfer tool configuration (47). Energy was extracted using a pre-emphasis factor of 0.97 and a hamming window of 200ms, while pitch was extracted using the ESPS method (auto-correlation). Algorithms for automatic extraction of the pitch track have, however, some problems, e.g., octave jumps; irregular values for regions with low pitch values; disturbances in areas nuclear and boundary tones, duration of those units, or even rhythmic patterns. The task of marking syllable boundaries and stress was achieved by means of a lexicon containing all the pronunciations of each word together with syllable information. A set of syllabification rules was designed and applied to the lexicon. The rules account fairly well for the canonical pronunciation of native words, but they still need improvement for words of foreign origin. The excerpt presented in Figure 4 shows an example of marked syllable boundaries and stress.
Extracting pitch and energy
By the time these experiments were conducted, pitch (f 0 ) and energy (E) information
were not available in the ASR output. For that reason, it has been directly extracted using the Snack toolkit (Sjölander et al., 1998) . Algorithms for automatic extraction of the pitch track have, however, some problems, e.g., octave jumps; irregular values for regions with low pitch values; disturbances in areas with micro-prosodic effects;
influences from background noisy conditions; inter alia. Several tasks were needed in order to solve some of these issues. We have removed all the pitch values calculated for unvoiced regions in order to avoid constant micro-prosodic effects. This is performed in a phone-based analysis by detecting all the unvoiced phones. As to the influences from noisy conditions, the recognizer classifies the input speech according to different focus conditions (e.g., noisy, clean), making it possible to isolate speech segments with unreliable pitch values. Figure 5 illustrates the process described above, where the original pitch values are represented by dots and the grey line represents the resultant pitch. Due to this process, a significant number of pitch values were changed in both corpora (13.6% for Lectra, and 5.6% for Coral). The first tier is the orthographic tier, also containing part-of-speech tags; the second tier corresponds to the multiple-state monophone/diphone units, and the last tier is the resulting conversion for monophones.
Figure 5. Pitch adjustment

Producing the final transcript
After extracting and calculating the above information, the existing data source was upgraded in order to accommodate the additional prosodic information. Figure 6 illustrates the involved processing steps, where PCTM denotes a phone-level time- Figure 7 is modified with the new unit boundaries, and then used to produce the file presented in Figure 8 , containing only monophones. The monophone units are then used for removing the pitch values from unvoiced regions.
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Variants+and+applications+
The final XML file combines all the previous information together with pitch and energy statistics for each unit. Figure 7 shows an excerpt of the resultant data, containing the information about a word. syl stands for syllable, ph for phone, p* means pitch, e* energy, and dur corresponds to a duration (measured in 10ms frames).
Information concerning words, syllables and phones can be found in the file, together with pitch, energy and duration information. For each unit of analysis we have calculated the minimum, maximum, average, and median, for both pitch and energy raw and normalised values. Pitch slopes were also calculated after converting the pitch into semitone values.
Prosodic features
Our experiments use a fixed set of purely automatic features, extracted or calculated from the extended transcripts, described in the previous subsection. The features involve the word itself and the adjacent words. Features involving a single word include: pitch and energy slopes; ASR confidence score; word duration; number of syllables and number of phones. Features involving two consecutive words include: pitch and energy slopes shapes; pitch and energy differences; comparison of durations and silences before each word; and ratios for silences, word durations, pitch medians, and energy medians. Pitch slopes were calculated based on semitones rather than frequency. Slopes in general were calculated using linear regression. Silence and duration comparisons assume 3 possible values, expanding to 3 binary features: > (greater than), = (equal), or < (less than). The ratios assume values between 0 and 1, indicating whether the second value is greater than the first. The pitch and energy shapes are based on slope values and expand to 9 binary features, assuming one of the following values {RR, R-, RF, -R, --, -F, FR, F-, FF}, where F = Fall (if the slope is negative), -= plateau (if the slope is near zero), R = Rise (otherwise).
Discriminating between structural metadata events
The availability of prosodic annotated data allows us to simultaneously study sentencelike units and disfluencies, a step forward in structural metadata events analysis, since our previous studies did not account for a combined approach of all those events and focus on audio segmentation and lexical features.
The main motivations for studying the prosodic properties of both disfluencies and punctuation marks are three: (i) the location of a disfluency may be automatically and manually misclassified with the one of a punctuation mark, i.e., they may share prosodic properties; (ii) for speech recognition, in particular, and for linguistics, in general, the analysis of the prosodic patterns of a disfluency are important to a better understanding of phrasing and intonational contours; and (iii) studies conducted in European Portuguese concentrate on small data, mostly laboratory data, therefore, a data-driven approach of the prosodic patterns extracted from structural metadata would be a contribution to the understanding of both speech acts and (dis)fluent patterns in European Portuguese.
This section describes the most recent results in discriminating between structural metadata events and regular words. Table 1 displays the structural metadata events of both university lectures and dialogues.
Most recent results
This table shows some differences (namely in terms of word per minute and punctuation marks) and some similarities. Contrarily to what would be expected, the map-task corpus does not elicit more disfluencies in average per minute. In the dialogues, sentences have fewer words and are shorter than the sentences produced by a teacher (128 words vs. 79 words per minute). The number of words per minute in the lectures (128 words) compares well with the 120 words pointed out by Aiken, Thomas, and Shennum (1975) as a normal speech rate in a lecture. The number of words per minute in the dialogues, although a raw measure not accounting for long or short turns as in Burger and Sloane (2004) , is quite inferior to lectures, as expected. The total number of turns in dialogues is 5,549, with a minimum of a single word up to a maximum of over 50 words per turn (very rare cases). For the sake of comparison, in other domains such as broadcast news, which typically contains more read than spontaneous speech, the number of words per minute (161 words; Batista et al., 2012a ) is higher than in lectures and dialogues.
Reasoning about the main differences, the on-the-fly editing process in a map-task dialogue implies a straight cooperative process between two interlocutors. The workflow of the dialogue is made of mutual contributions of turns, silences, and a plethora of paralinguistic events established in separate turns or in overlapping ones.
The dialogic nature is ultimately about active speaking and active listening as a joint process (Campbell, 2010) . In lectures, although informal and spontaneous, there is a main speaker holding the floor and allowing for interactions, but by far not as frequent as in dialogues.
One important aspect that characterizes Portuguese punctuation marks is the high frequency of commas. In a previous study Batista et al. (2012a) , where Portuguese and English broadcast news are compared, the percentage of commas in the former is twice the frequency of the latter. Those findings still stand for the university lectures corpus, accounting for more than 50% of all events, but not for the dialogues, where the full stops are even more frequent than commas. Moreover, it is also interesting to note that both corpora elicit around 2 questions per minute. Most of the questions in dialogues is made by the follower seeking for clarifications; whereas the ones in lectures are very frequently tag questions, so the auditory can acknowledge what was said by the teacher, or even rhetorical questions.
Our experiments applied distinct statistical methods: Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, J48, and CART. The best results were consistently achieved using CART. Results were evaluated using the standard performance metrics (Makhoul, Kubala, Schwartz, & Weischedel, 1999): Precision, Recall, F-measure and SER (Slot Error Rate) , where each slot corresponds to a metadata event.
where N is the number of events in the reference, M is the number of events in the hypothesis, correct are the number of correct events, and errors corresponds to the number of event errors (misses and false alarms). For example, for the task of detecting structural elements, the SER corresponds to the number of incorrectly classified elements over the number of structural elements in the reference data. Our experiments consider four different classes of structural elements, full stops, commas, question marks, and disfluency repairs. We aim at automatically detecting structural metadata events and at discriminating between them, using mostly prosodic features (with the exception of the feature two identical contiguous words). Table 2 presents the best results achieved. For both corpora the best performance is achieved for full stops, confirming our expectation, since prosodic information is known to be crucial to classify those events in Portuguese. The low results concerning commas are also justifiable, because our experiments rely on prosodic features, but commas depend mostly on lexical and syntactic features . The performance for question marks is mainly related to their lower frequency and to the multiple prosodic patterns found for these structures. Interrogatives in Portuguese are not commonly produced with subject-auxiliary verb inversion, as in English, which renders the problem of identifying interrogatives even more challenging. Moreover, in dialogues the most frequent interrogatives are elliptic interrogatives uttered as a single Sim? 'Yes?', making the task even harder. The worst performance in university lectures, especially affected by a low recall, is achieved for repairs. While prosodic features seem to be strong cues for detecting this class, the confusion matrix presented in Table 3 reveals that repairs are still confused with regular words. Our recent experiments as well as other reported work (Levelt, 1989; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 1994; Shriberg, 1994) suggest that filled pauses and fragments serve as strong cues for detecting structural regions of a disfluent sequence. Supported by such facts, we have conducted additional experiments using filled pauses and fragments as features. These turned out to be amongst the most informative features, highly increasing the repair F-measure in university lectures (21.6% à 48.8%) and dialogues (40.1% à 59%); and improving the overall F-measure to 47.8% and 57.2%, respectively. However, the impact of fragments is lower than the one reported by Nakatani and Hirschberg (1994) and Kim et al. (2004) , due to the fact that fragments represent only 6.6% of all disfluent types in the lectures and 14.9% in the dialogues. As a final note, we would like to mention that our results use mostly language independent prosodic features, which explains the smaller performance when comparing to other reported state-of-the-art work, such as Batista et al. (2012a) , Liu et al. (2006) , and Ostendorf et al. (2008) .
Most salient features
A set of informative features stands out as determinant to disambiguate between metadata events, namely, pitch and energy shapes, duration ratios, and confidence levels of the units of analysis. However, those features have distinct weights accordingly to the specific corpora. The most striking difference is the fact that lectures exhibit the highest pitch values per sentence, whereas dialogues exhibit the highest energy values, being those features significant different at p < 0.001 (z = -23.598 for pitch median and z = -25.325 for pitch slopes; z=-20.599 for energy median and z=-14.849 for energy slopes).
Consequently, in lectures, pitch shapes and slopes are more discriminant for classifying structural metadata events, whereas in dialogues, energy features have a higher impact.
Another difference to consider in the features' impact in both corpora is the fact that full stops and question marks are better discriminated in lectures than in dialogues. As described in the previous section, question marks are scarcely classified in dialogues due mostly to the high frequency of elliptic questions composed of a single Sim? 'Yes'.
The feature with higher impact in the dialogues is the word.confidence.level.
Relevant features for identifying the repair in both corpora comprise: (i) two identical contiguous words; (ii) both energy and pitch increases in the following word and (mostly) a plateau contour on the preceding word; and (iii) a higher confidence level for the following word than for the previous word. This set of features reveals that repetitions are being identified, that repair regions are characterized by prosodic contrast marking (increases in pitch and energy) between disfluency-fluency repair (as in Moniz et al., 2012 and Moniz, 2013) , and also that the first word of the repair has a higher confidence score. Since repetitions are more frequent in dialogues (22% of all disfluencies vs. 16% in lectures), the feature identical.contiguous.words has a significant higher impact.
As for full stops, the determinant prosodic features correspond to: (i) a falling contour in the previous word; (ii) a plateau energy slope in the previous word; (iii) the duration ratio between the previous and the following words; and (iv) previous word higher confidence score. This characterization is the one that most resemble the neutral statements in Portuguese, with the canonical contour H+L* L% (Frota, 2000) , associated with terminus value.
Question marks in lectures are characterized by two main patterns: (i) a rising contour in the current word and a rising/rising energy slope between previous and following words; and (ii) a plateau pitch contour in the previous word and a falling energy slope in the previous word. The rising patterns associated with question marks are not surprising, since they are commonly associated with interrogatives, since interrogatives are crosslanguage perceived as having a rising contour (Hirst & Di Cristo, 1998) . The falling pitch contours have also been ascribed for different types of interrogatives, especially wh-questions in Portuguese.
Commas are the event characterized by fewest prosodic features, being mostly identified by morpho-syntactic features. However, that is not the case in dialogues, where they are better classified. The two most relevant features are:
identical.contiguous.words and mostly plateau energy and pitch shapes between words.
The first feature is associated with emphatic repetitions, comprising several structures, namely: (i) affirmative or negative back-channels (sim, sim, sim 'yes, yes, yes') and (ii) repetition of a syntactic phrase, such as a locative prepositional phrase (para cima, para cima 'above, above'). They are used for precise tuning with the follower and for stressing the most important part of the instruction. Emphatic repetitions are annotated with commas separating the repeated item(s) and account for 1% of the total number of words in dialogues. Although not a disfluent structure, if they were accounted as disfluent words, they would represent 16.7% of all disfluent items. As for the features energy and pitch plateau shapes between words they are linked to lists of enumerated names of the landmarks in a given map, at the end of a dialogue.
Regarding the regular words, the most salient features are related to the absence of silent pauses, explained by the fact that, contrarily to the other events, regular words within phrases are connected. The presence of a silent pause is a strong cue to the assignment of a structural metadata event.
The literature for Portuguese points out to an array of features relevant for the description of metadata events. The data-driven approaches followed in this work allow us to reach a structured set of basic features towards the disambiguation of such events beyond the established evidences for Portuguese.
Conclusions and future work
This paper reports experiments on a full discrimination of structural metadata events in both university lectures and dialogues, domains characterized by a high percentage of structural events, namely punctuation marks and disfluencies. Previous work for
Portuguese on automatic recovery of punctuation marks indicates that specific punctuation marks display different sets of linguistic features. This motivated the discrimination of the different SU types conducted in the present study. Our experiments, purely based on prosodic features, achieved a considerable performance, further improved when the ground truth about filled pauses and fragments was also used.
Moreover, based on a set of complex prosodic features, we were able to point out regular sets of features associated with the discrimination of events (repairs, full stops, question marks, and commas).
Future experiments will extend this study to fully ASR transcripts and evaluate how the discrimination between the punctuation marks and disfluencies is affected by the ASR errors. Future work will also tackle the inclusion of lexical and morpho-syntactic features, which are expected to considerably improve the performance, especially for commas and question marks. Future work will also include in the created framework very recent encouraging experiments on automatic labelling of ToBI adapted to European Portuguese, adding more discriminative prosodic information beyond pitch shapes and slopes, aiming at a systematization of intonational contours for several domains.
The work presented in this chapter is quite flexible and the framework is currently being used with other languages. In order to do so, the authors are currently working on identifying pseudo-syllables rather than using language dependent sets of rules. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work conducted for European Portuguese on annotation techniques for ASR outputs and prosodic labelling, inscribing our project in very recent multidisciplinary projects in the Romance Languages, such as the one developed by Garrido et al. (2013) for Spanish and Catalan or by Mertens (2004) for
French.
